7A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM—"COM KEY®" KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION, ORDERING INFORMATION, AND OPERATION

1. GENERAL

1.001 This addendum supplements Section 518-450-100, Issue 5. Place this pink sheet ahead of Page 1 of the section.

1.002 This addendum is issued to add descriptive, ordering, and operation information on the connection of a 4-wire (SS1/SS4 Selective Signaling System) to the 7A Communication System. Installation, connection, and maintenance information is contained in Task Oriented Practice (TOP) 518-450-101.

2. CHANGES TO SECTION

2.001 On Page 1, under Operational Features, add the following:

S. 4-Wire Service

2.002 On Page 17, under (b) Ordering Guide, after the ninth bullet, add the following:

- Kit of Parts, D-180990 (Transfer Relay order one for each telephone set or console requiring 4-wire service)

2.003 On Page 29, after paragraph 4.83, add the following:

5. 4-Wire Service

4.84 Caution: Transmission quality may be badly affected if 4-wire lines are conferenced with central office lines. Any telephone or console in the 7A Communication System can be modified and connected to pick up one or more 4-wire circuits of a Selective Service System (SS1/SS4). Incoming selective signaling of the COM KEY Key Telephone System station is provided. The 4-wire transmission integrity is maintained all the way to the telephone set or console. This service can be either rotary or TOUCH-TONE® calling. No COM KEY Key Telephone System features are sacrificed.